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WebPKI — Foundation for Trust on the Web

Authentication on the web is based on 
validating X.509 certificates signed by 
Certificate Authorities (CAs) 


CAs are organizations trusted to validate 
the ownership or control of a domain


Browsers delegate authority to CAs, but 
CAs can delegate authority to other CAs 
(up to ≈9 layers deep)


There are 1,364 CAs today; any CA can 
sign a certificate for any domain



Who do we trust?

Prior to ~2012, we had zero visibility into the CAs (organizations) we trusted 
to validate the identity of websites


Through Internet Scanning, we discovered most CA certificates


Found that everyone from Coca Cola and Disney to authoritarian regimes to 
small towns had the ability to sign certificates for any website


CAs had been selling CA certificates to anyone who would pay for one



Except CA Certificates Are Opaque



Certificate Transparency

Problem: We only discovered “mis-issued” 
certificates through luck — Google Crawls, 
ZMap Scans, or User Reports


Solution: In 2017 Google Chrome requires 
all certificates to be logged in public 
Certificate Transparency (CT) Logs (Merkle 
Tree + Standardized API)
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Good: 

- Transparency is an incredible security primitive → distributed trust with 
the ability to monitor and verify 


- Where else can we use this in the Internet? DNS? Routing?


- Google and Mozilla are actively managing their root programs and have 
dramatically improved the ecosystem


- New Google Chrome Root Store is a sane “Fresh Start”



Bad: 

- Our transparency systems are untenably brittle — nobody can 
successfully run a CT log (including Google and Cloudflare)


- CT = CAP Theorem + Cryptographic Verification = Disaster


- Control is based on a small number of parties


- Massive amount of data produced — not necessarily analyzed


- Who pays to run free CAs, CT Logs, and queryable databases?


- eIDAS regulation potentially massively complicates trust on the 
web by limiting what security controls that browsers can require


